
INTRODUCTION TO WEAVING

You will need: 
- Your pop-up loom, shuttles and comb (see separate instruction sheet)

- Warp thread
- Weft yarns, fabrics, roving wool, cottons etc.

- Pair of scissors
- Piece of card approximately 30cm x 2-3cm

- Tapestry needle

You may also want:
- A length of dowel, wood, driftwood, copper piping or similar to hang your finished piece from

- Ruler or similar to use as a shed stick (a sturdy piece of cardboard will work as well)

®

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

Pop-Up Loom
Your loom comes flat and needs to be popped out and built before starting. Please see the separate instructions 
on how to build your loom. 

Warp and Weft 
The warp are the threads that run up and down the loom. The weft runs left to right (Weft = Left). We have 
found that the best fibre for warp thread is cotton. It needs to be nice and strong with little to no stretch. The 
weft is the yarns, wools, roving, fabric scraps etc. that you use to create your weaving. You can weave with 
almost anything so why not raid your stash, or even rip up some old t-shirts or jeans and see what textures you 
can create. 

Shuttles
A shuttle is used to hold your working length of weft whilst you’re weaving. See the instructions on how to wrap 
your shuttles inside this guide. Alternatively, you can also use a Tapestry Needle for creating smaller sections, 
details and weaving in loose ends. 

Comb
The comb is used to push and beat down your recently woven weft.

Shed Stick
A shed stick separates the warp threads giving you a gap through which you can easily pass your shuttle or 
needle. A ruler or anything similar in shape will do - even a piece of sturdy card will work. 

Piece of Card
This acts as a spacer to give you something to push your first few rows against whilst making sure there’s 
enough warp thread to finish your piece at the end. 

Dowel/Wood/Driftwood etc.
It’s up to you how to use your finished weaving, but for a wall hanging you will need a length of dowel, piping 
or similar to hang your piece from. 

Share your finished weaving online using the hashtag #hawthornhandmade
 Any questions? Get in touch at info@hawthornhandmade.co.uk

Find more craft kits at www.hawthornhandmade.com

These instructions are for your personal use only. They must not be copied, reproduced or sold. 
All rights reserved © Hawthorn Handmade ® 2017. Loom is protected under UK Design No. 6010370.



WARPING YOUR LOOM
1. Take the end of your warp thread and tie it around one of the grooves on the bottom of your loom - you don’t 
have to start right from one edge - starting a few grooves in will give a slimmer finished piece. 

2. Take the warp thread up to the matching groove at the top of the loom. Pass the thread back through the 
next groove and then bring it back down to the next bottom groove. Pass around and back up to the top.

3. Keep on going up and down working across the loom. Once you’ve created your chosen number of 
warps, cut the thread leaving about a 20cm tail and tie the end around the final groove. 

WARP TENSION
Creating the right tension with your warp before you begin to weave is very important. You don’t want it so 
tight that you can’t pass the shuttle or shed stick between the warps and equally you don’t want it so loose 
that the finished piece doesn’t keep its shape. It needs to be firm but still with some give. Aim to keep it even 
across the warps from left to right. 

BEFORE YOU START
Once your warp is in place take your piece of card and weaving it between the warp threads - one warp up 
and one down - all along the width of your warp. Push it down to the bottom. For a clean edge to your 
weave work a twisted header row and push against the edge of the card before starting to weave.

WRAPPING SHUTTLES
There are two ways to wrap a shuttle - with both methods don’t wrap your shuttle too much so that it doesn’t 
fit between your warps. The ‘Figure of Eight’ method will hold more weft at a time.

Simple - Hold one end of your weft against the middle of the shuttle on the flat side. Simply wrap the weft 
around the shuttle, catching the weft in the notches at each end as you wrap. 

Figure of Eight -  Hold one end of your weft against the shuttle as above. Take the weft through the top notch 
then take it diagonally over the thin edge of the shuttle. Take the weft through the bottom notch; then go 
diagonally the other way up to the top notch creating a figure of eight pattern. Repeat, but this time making 
your figure of eight on the opposite thin side of the shuttle. Keep on wrapping and swapping sides each time 
until your shuttle is full. Most of the weft will sit on the edges of your shuttle.

FINISHING YOUR WEAVING
1. Leave at least 2.5cm of weft at the end of your piece. For a neat edge to your piece, after the last row of 
your weft work a twisted header row. 

2. Turn your piece over whilst still on the loom and weave in the loose weft ends: thread them on to a 
tapestry needle and weave them vertically through a few rows taking care not to go through to the front of 
your piece. Snip off any excess. If you’ve used a twisted header, thread these ends in as well.

3. Once your weave is complete and the weft ends are all woven in you can take the finished piece off the 
loom. You can either ease the loops off the grooves or alternatively cut them off. NB. Leave one end as loops 
if you intend to slide a piece of dowel in to hang your piece from. If cutting, make sure you leave as much 
of the warp thread on the piece as possible - cutting close to the edge of the loom. 

4. Take two adjacent cut warp threads and tie together in an overhand knot. Draw the knot up to the edge of 
the piece and pull tight whilst taking care not to distort the shape of the piece. 

5. Weave the ends in in the same way as you did with the weft ends. 

ATTACHING A HANGING DOWEL
There are many ways to attach a dowel. You can leave the warp loops intact on one end of your piece and 
simply slide your dowel in. Another option is to ’sew’ the finished hanging on to the dowel.

1. Take a thread of your choice - the warp thread will work well but you could pick a coloured yarn or similar. 
It needs to be at least five times the length of your dowel. Tie an overhand knot about 15cm from one end. 
Thread on to a tapestry needle and pass through the top corner of your piece with the knot at the back.

3. Hold the dowel in place along the top of the piece and wrap the thread over the dowel to the other side of 
your piece.

4. Take the thread back through the piece a little further along. Wrap back over the dowel and in again, a 
little further along. Continue like this working your way along the dowel until you reach the end. 

5. Take the remainder of the thread and, checking that it is the correct length to hang your piece with, tie it 
to the other end of your thread that you knotted in step 1 keeping the knot at the back and out of view.



WEAVING TOP TIPS

1. Try to maintain an even tension taking care not to pull the piece in at the edges - the ‘hourglass’ shape 
is a typical example of this where the piece pulls in in the middle where the tension is too tight.

2. Use the shed stick to create a clear gap through which you can pass a shuttle or needle. Thread the shed 
stick flat across the width of the loom going over and under alternate warps. Turn the shed stick on its end 
to create the gap through which you can pass the weft. To go back the other way, remove the shed stick 
and replace, going over and under the warps the opposite way to before. 

3. Don’t be afraid to weave how ever feels comfortable for you. If you prefer to use your hands, a needle or  
a shuttle, go ahead. Use our suggestions of how to do different techniques but have fun and experiment!

TABBY OR PLAIN WEAVE

This is the most basic of weaving techniques and can 
be used to create large areas of one colour or 
interesting shapes. The weft goes under and over 
alternate warps.

You can also go over and under different numbers of 
warps e.g. over two, under two OR over three under 
one to create different looks. 

TIP: When weaving tabby, allow the weft to form an 
arc shape as you weave. When you get to one end, 
pull the yarn through taking care not to pull the end 
warps inwards and then beat the weft down gently 
with the comb to create a straight line. 

TIP: At the end/beginning of a tabby row weave the 
tail end back on itself over a couple of warps so that 
the tail isn’t at the very edge of the piece. This 
makes it easier to tidy up at the end.

TWISTED HEADER

Use this at the start and end of your piece. It is best 
done with your fingers rather than a shuttle/needle.

1. Take a length of thread three times the width of 
your warp (you can use warp thread for this). Find 
the centre and hold this against the end warp. 

2. Pass one half of the thread under the first warp 
and the other over. 

3. Pull the bottom thread through the gap between 
the 1st and 2nd warp, hold with the top thread and 
twist them so they swap positions.

4. Pass what is now the bottom thread under the 
2nd warp, take the top thread over and then repeat 
the above between the 2nd and 3rd warp.

5. Repeat until you have worked across the whole 
width. At the end, weave both threads back on 
themselves for a few warps to secure them. 

WEAVING WITH ROVING

Adding roving to your weaving helps add texture, bulk and depth to the finished piece. You can work with 
different thicknesses to get different effects.

TIP: Split the roving lengthways, gently teasing it apart to get long lengths to work with. Smooth the fibres 
down and wrap your shuttle before weaving as you would normally. You can also weave roving with your 
fingers. Be very gentle with it as it can pull apart easily. A shed stick is very helpful when working with a 
bulky weft like roving. 

TIP: To create volume, weave a tabby row then take a section of the roving between two warps and gently 
pull it out a little - take care not to pull the edge warps inwards. You can do this on alternate warps, or 
unevenly creating a more organic look. 



SOUMAK OR BRAID WEAVE

Creates a textured weave that sits on top of the 
warp threads. Two rows of soumak next to each 
other create a braided look.

TIP: You can work soumak over just one warp 
thread, or multiple warps. This is particularly useful 
when using roving or chunky yarn.   

CREATING SHAPES
Chevrons, circles, triangles and more can be created 
when weaving. For a ‘floating’ shape weave the 
shape first - if you want it to be in the centre count 
the warp threads, find the centre and work out how 
many warps you need to go over on each side to 
start your shape. Use the techniques below to help 
make different shapes. 

SLIT JOINS
This is where the wefts go around adjacent warps 
creating a clean straight join.

INTERLOCKING
This is where joining wefts go around the same 
warp, ‘interlocking’ with each other.

To interlock wefts, weave up to the same warp 
thread the other weft finished on. Ease the end of 
the existing row apart and take the weft around 
that same warp thread. Beat the rows down again. 

INCREASING/DECREASING
To increase simply work your weft over one or two 
more warp threads at either end than on the          
previous row. Beat down in between each row. 
Repeat until you’ve created the shape you want.

To decrease, as above, simply weave over one or 
two fewer warp threads than on the previous row. 

RYA KNOTS

Create tassles or fringing with Rya Knots. Work 
them on top of a couple of rows of tabby, and finish 
with a couple more rows of tabby to hold them in 
place. 

1. Cut multiple pieces of your chosen weft/yarn to 
the required length - at least twice as long as your 
desired finished length.

TIP: If you want short fringing, create longer tassels 
and then trim them to length.

2. You can make a knot with just one length, or a 
bundle. Two pieces (equalling four strands) is a 
good place to start. Find the centre of your bundle 
and lay over two warp threads.

3. Take the right side of your threads behind and 
around the right-hand side warp bringing it back to 
the front as in the picture above. Repeat with the 
left side around the left warp.

4. Hold all of the strands together and gently pull 
down, tightening the knot and pulling it into         
position on your weaving. 

LOOPED WEAVING

You will need a long pencil, dowel or similar to 
create even loops. The bigger the tool, the bigger 
the loops. Always work loops on top of a strong row 
such as tabby weave and use a tapestry needle.

1. Lay your dowel horizontally on top of the warps.

2. Weave as you would for tabby over and under 
alternate warps; but each time you come up, go 
over the dowel and then down again under the next 
warp. The dowel will be caught against the surface.

3. Weave to the end of the row and carefully remove 
the dowel. Use your comb to push the row down. 

TIP: Weave a single tabby row before starting  
another row of loops to make sure they’re secure 
and won’t lose their shape. 


